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ABSTRACT  

Data sharing through healthcare collaboratives and national registries creates opportunities for secondary 
data analysis projects. These initiatives provide data for quality comparisons as well as endless research 
opportunities to external researchers across the country. The possibilities are bountiful when you join data 
from diverse organizations and look for common themes related to illnesses and patient outcomes. With 
these great opportunities comes great pain for data analysts and health services researchers tasked with 
compiling these data sets according to specifications. Patient care data is complex, and, particularly at 
large healthcare systems, might be managed with multiple electronic health record (EHR) systems. 
Matching data from separate EHR systems while simultaneously ensuring the integrity of the details of 
that care visit is challenging. This paper demonstrates how data management personnel can use 
traditional SAS

® 
PROCs in new and inventive ways to compile, clean, and complete data sets for 

submission to healthcare collaboratives and other data sharing initiatives. Traditional data matching 
methods such as SPEDIS are uniquely combined with iterative SQL joins using the SAS

®
 functions 

INDEX, COMPRESS, CATX, and SUBSTR to yield the most out of complex patient and physician name 
matches. Recoding, correcting missing items, and formatting data can be efficiently achieved by using 
traditional functions such as MAX, PROC FORMAT, and FIND in new and inventive ways. 

INTRODUCTION  

Data sharing through healthcare collaboratives and national registries creates opportunities for secondary 
data analysis projects. These initiatives provide data for quality comparisons as well as endless research 
opportunities to external researchers across the country. The possibilities are boundless when you join 
data from diverse organizations and look for common themes related to illnesses and patient outcomes. 
With these great opportunities comes great pain for data analysts and health services researchers tasked 
with compiling these data sets according to specifications. Patient care data is complex, and, particularly 
at large healthcare systems might be managed with multiple electronic health record (EHR) systems. 

Additionally, electronic health record systems were designed to capture clinical data for the purpose of 
patient care and may not be ideally formatted for analytic needs. Therefore, data analysts are tasked with 
compiling these complex data to be used for these initiatives.  

This paper is designed for midlevel SAS programmers and analyst and will address new and innovate 
ways to use a series of SAS

®
 favorite functions such as, COMPRESS, SUBSTR, INDEX, CATX, SPEDIS, 

MAX, and FIND. It will also highlight the use of SAS PROC SQL and PROC FORMAT.  

SERIAL SQL MATCHES ON NAME 

The match demonstrated in this paper will unite physician’s information obtained from one EHR to their 
national identifier stored in another EHR. Since the two systems do not have common keys that can be 
matched upon, it is required to match the physicians to themselves using names alone. As this example 
will show, matching on text strings will pose many challenges. Some issues shown in this paper are: 

1. Extensions on the last name, such as “Jr”, “II” 

2. Use of nicknames or shortened first names like first initial only 

3. Special characters included in the last name, such as  “-“, “ ’ ”, “ ` ” 

4. Misspellings in the first or last name 

A successful match will be achieved using serial Structured Query Language (SQL) joins that take 
advantage of SAS functions like SPEDIS, a familiar fuzzing matching favorite, as well as a combination of 
SUBSTR, INDEX, and COMPRESS. 
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Figure 1 contains a schematic of the match sequence that this paper will demonstrate: 
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Figure 1 Schematic for SQL serial match sequence 

SQL JOIN 1: NAME ALONE 

The first join in this example will match strictly on name. This is the simplest join; one that will hopefully 
yields the most results as it is a simple one-to-one match on first and last name. However, in this example 
there are twelve physicians’ that do not match using the name match. The individuals in Table 1 without 
the variables “PHYSICIAN_FIRST_NAME” and “PHYSICIAN_LAST_NAME” and the national identifier 
“NPI” populated are those that did not match to our physician lookup table. They will require subsequent 
matching strategies. 

The NPI is populated for some of the physicians in the lookup table, but not all. The second red boxed 
area shows an example of other data quality issues to be detailed in the subsequent paper. Here the 
same provider has two records that have matched to the surgical clinical data, one with a missing national 
identifier (NPI) and a second record that contains the desired information. 
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Table 1 shows the results of the SQL join on name alone with highlighted non-matched records and other 
data quality issues: 

  

 

Table 1 SQL join on name results 

Those twelve that highlighted in red will be re-matched using the SPEDIS function. In order to do that, it is 
necessary to subset the above SQL join result table to contain only the unmatched data and then perform 
the second join in the serial SQL join process described in this paper.  

 

SQL JOIN 2: SPEDIS JOIN 

The dataset shown in Table 2, is the subset of those physicians that did not match on name alone. The 
SPEDIS function will be used to create a new variable named “VALUE” which contains a SAS calculated 
name difference between the surgery clinical systems name and that of the physician lookup dataset. A 
threshold of 25 has been set using a where statement, that will ensure no erroneous matches will be 
included. The threshold for the variable “VALUE” was derived iteratively by first setting the threshold 
value high at 100 and performing a match. The results were reviewed to determine a reasonable number 
for “VALUE” based on the level of error in the name matches. 

Table 2 is the subset of the data matched on name alone; it contains 12 unmatched records to be 
matched using the SPEDIS function: 
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Table 2 Data to be joined using SPEDIS function 

The code below demonstrates the SPEDIS match using the CATX function to combine the “LASTNAME” 
and “FIRSTNAME” variables from the surgical clinical dataset and compare that value to the combined 
“PHYSICIAN_LAST_NAME” and “PHYSICIAN_FIRST_NAME” from the physician lookup table: 

 

proc sql; 

create table physician_match as  

   select distinct 

      a.firstname 

   ,a.lastname 

   ,b.physician_last_name 

   ,b.physician_first_name 

    ,b.NPI 

   ,SPEDIS(CATX(',',a.lastname, a.firstname), 

 CATX(',',b.physician_last_name, b.physician_first_name)) as value 

from physician_straight_match a 

   left join physician_lookup b 

   on a.lastname=b.physician_last_name 

   and b.physician_first_name ne '' 

where calculated value <=25 

order by calculated value; 

quit; 

   

The results of the SPEDIS join produced 6 new matches. The errors in the first names range from missing 
letters to the use of short name forms. After verifying the national identifiers using the internet, the 
matches obtained were correct and the threshold for that variable was appropriate. All NPI numbers do 
not need to be verified, for the purpose of this project only those with the two highest values were verified. 

Table 3 shows the results following the SPEDIS match, including the “VALUE” variable that shows the 
maximum value necessary to achieve a successful match: 

 

Table 3 Results of the SPEDIS match 
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SQL JOIN 3: FUZZY MATCH 

There will be one more match attempt to successfully find the NPI data for the last 4 records. Once again 
the data was reduced to just the unmatched data. 

Table 4 contains the unmatched data following the SPEDIS match: 

 

Table 4 Data table for the fuzzy match 

The last match sequence will focus on stripping the first and last names of any unusual characters using 
the compress function in the code snippet below (two last names contain characters that may prohibit 
matching “-” and “`”).  

Surgery table code: 

SUBSTR((compress(A.LASTNAME,"'`-" )),1,INDEX(compress(A.LASTNAME,"'`-" ), 

' ')-1) 

 

Lookup table code: 

SUBSTR((compress(B.PHYSICIAN_LAST_NAME,"'`-" )),1,INDEX(compress 

(B.PHYSICIAN_LAST_NAME,"'`-" ),' ')-1)  

 

Additionally, the code will also remove any extension on the last names using the combined functions of 
SUBSTR and INDEX. The SUBSTR function argument one, is the cleaned “PHYSICIAN_LAST_NAME” 
with the special characters removed, the second argument is the number “1” telling the SUBSTR function 
to begin at the first character in this clean last name, the final argument in the SUBSTR function uses the 
INDEX function and returns a value to SAS of the first space found “-1”. The SUBSTR function used in 
this combination truncates the last name to the last character before the space, leading to the removal of 
“II”. 

Lastly, a SPEDIS calculation was included to determine the differences in the physician’s first name. The 
combination of these cleaning maneuvers performed both on the surgery clinical data table and the 
physician lookup table will optimize my last attempt to match data between the two sources. 

 

The following code was used to create a fuzzy match on clean versions of the physician’s last name from 
each dataset while calculating the difference in the first name variables from both sources: 

proc sql; 

create table physician_match_last as  

   select distinct 

    a.firstname 

   ,a.lastname 

   ,b.physician_last_name 

   ,b.physician_first_name 

   ,b.NPI 

      ,SUBSTR((COMPRESS(a.lastname,"'`-" )),1,INDEX(COMPRESS  

(a.lastname,"'`-" ),' ')-1) as clean_demo_last 

   ,SUBSTR((COMPRESS(b.physician_last_name,"'`-" )),1,INDEX(COMPRESS  

(b.physician_last_name,"'`-" ),' ')-1) as clean_lu_last 

   ,SPEDIS(firstname, physician_first_name)as value 

from physician_for_fuzzy a  

   left join physician_lookup b 

      on SUBSTR((COMPRESS(a.lastname,"'`-" )),1,INDEX(COMPRESS  
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(a.lastname,"'`-" ),' ')-1) 

                = 

         SUBSTR((COMPRESS(b.physician_last_name,"'`-" )),1,INDEX(COMPRESS 

(b.physician_last_name,"'`-" ),' ')-1) 

  

 where calculated value <=25 

 order by value; 

quit; 

 

Table 5 contains the result of the fuzzy match SQL join, showing two new records that were matched to 
the physician lookup table: 

 

Table 5 Results of the fuzzy match 

The variables created using the complex SUBSTR statement “CLEAN_DEMO_LAST” (the last name from 
the surgery clinical data) and “CLEAN_LU_LAST” (the last name from the physician lookup table) yield 
clean truncated physician last names that match exactly. Additionally the SPEDIS “VALUE” for the 
differences in the first names were both 0, meaning that with these alterations they yield perfect matches. 

The remaining dataset contains 3 unmatched providers who do not have data in the physician lookup 
dataset and therefore will remain unmatched. 

UNIQUE USES OF THE MAX FUNCTION 

Once data has been matched, it may be necessary to clean up the correctly identified records. Of 
particular importance is the missing NPI numbers, as shown by the red box in Table 1. The MAX function 
can be used to remove duplicates, while simultaneously correcting missing NPI’s.  

The code below ensures that there are no missing NPI numbers if they are available for at least one of 
the matched records: 

proc sql; 

create table physician_cleanup as 

   select distinct 

      max(NPI) as clean_NPI 

      ,lastname 

      ,firstname 

from physician_final_file 

   group by lastname, firstname; 

quit; 

 

Table 6 shows the results of the MAX function and the de-duplication of the final physician matched 
dataset. It replaces previously missing NPIs with those listed for the same physician elsewhere in the 
dataset. It uses the GROUP BY statement to ensure that only the NPI for the same physician are 
evaluated together: 
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Table 6 Data cleaning results using the MAX function 

Using the MAX function to aggregate records can be useful on different occasions. For example, another 
use can be flagging a patient’s “ever/never” encounter. If there are multiple measurements for a patient 
taken over the course of their stay in the hospital, it may be necessary to find out if they have ever had an 
elevated heart rate or blood pressure, for example. First it will be necessary to create a flag variable for 
each encounter as “positive” or “elevated” using a CASE or IF/THEN statement. Then using the MAX 
function and GROUP BY option it is possible to look at the patient test results and see if there was an 
occurrence.  

See the code below, which was used to identify whether a patient ever had a positive confusion 
assessment measurement (CAM), a test used to detect delirium: 

proc sql; 

create table cam_positive as  

   select distinct 

      casecode 

   ,value 

   ,case when value='positive' then 1 

    when value='negative' then 0 

         ends as cam_score 

from vitals_tests; 

quit; 
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Error! Reference source not found. the recording of the value variable into either 0 for negative results 
or 1 for positive results: 

 

Table 7 Recoding data as dichotomous outcomes 

 

The code below uses the MAX statement to group patient information by “CASECODE” and will 
determine if the patient has ever had a positive CAM test: 

proc sql; 

create table ever_never_pos as 

  select distinct 

      casecode 

   ,MAX(cam_score) as ever_pos 

from cam_positive 

   group by casecode; 

quit; 

 

The boxed “CASECODE” in Tables 7 and 8 demonstrate the deduplication of records from one positive 
and one negative result to one result with a value of 1 or “yes” for the variable “EVER_POS” used to 
denote whether this patient has ever had a positive test result. 

Table 8 shows the output from the MAX statement: 
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Table 8 Results of MAX function used to flag positive outcomes 

COMBINING FIND AND LOGIC STATEMENTS 

Next this paper will demonstrate the use of the SAS FIND function in combination with traditional IF/THEN 
statements to mine text fields. In this instance, it is necessary to ascertain the laterality (or side of the 
body) of a surgery. This EHR captures this information in a text field that will need to be mined in order to 
determine procedure side.  

Figure 2 demonstrates the free text data that will need to be searched: 
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Figure 2 Free text surgical information 

The dataset contains some information in the variable“PRIM_LATERALITY” that is intended to designate 
surgical side, however it is not well populated and the remainder will have to be pulled from the other two 
fields.  

Using a combination of the FIND and IF/THEN function will easily locate the patient’s laterality and code it 
into a new field, while identifying those without laterality specified in either field, see the code below: 

 

data laterality; 

set find_example; 

   right=FIND(prim_surg_descrp, 'RIGHT','I',1); 

   left=FIND(prim_surg_descrp, 'LEFT','I',1);  
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   bi=FIND(prim_procedure_descrp, 'BILATERAL','I',1); 

   bi2=FIND(prim_surg_descrp, 'BILATERAL','I',1); 

      IF right >=1 or prim_laterality='RIGHT' THEN lat_right=1;  

     ELSE lat_right =0; 

   IF left >=1 or prim_laterality='LEFT' THEN lat_left=1;  

   ELSE lat_left =0; 

IF bi >=1 or bi2>=1 or prim_laterality='BILATERAL' THEN lat_bi=1; 

   ELSE lat_bi=0; 

 

/*CHECKING TO BE SURE EVERYONE HAS ATLEAST ONE LATERALITY FILLED OUT*/ 

   Total_lat=lat_right+lat_left+lat_bi; 

/*IF THERE ARE SPELLING ERRORS OR NO KNOWN LATERALITY THEN THEY ARE 

MISSING*/ 

   IF total_lat=0 THEN lat_unknown=1; ELSE lat_unknown =0; 

 

/*LAT VARIABLE CREATION*/ 

   IF lat_bi=1 THEN lat='B';  

 ELSE IF lat_right=1 AND lat_left=1   THEN lat='B'; 

 ELSE IF lat_right=1 AND lat_left=0   THEN lat='R'; 

 ELSE IF lat_left =1 AND lat_right=0  THEN lat='L'; 

 ELSE IF lat_unknown=1 THEN lat='U'; 

 

DROP right left bi bi2 prim_procedure_descrp prim_surg_descrp lat_right 

lat_left lat_bi lat_unknown prim_laterality; 

 

run; 

 

Table 9 shows the results of the data clean up following the FIND function and IF/THEN statements 

 

Table 9 Results of the FIND function  

The FIND function correctly identifies the patient surgical laterality and leads to record de-duplication that 
is a result of the text fields which contained the previous data. Now, even records with missing lateralities 
have been coded as “U” for unknown. 
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USING PROC FORMAT TO CATEGORIZE DATA 

Data may need to be categorized using very specific definitions; instead of using a series of IF/THEN 
statements, a PROC FORMAT statement coupled with a PUT statement in PROC SQL can quickly re-
categorize the data. In this example, the text “TESTNAME” variable to be categorized using logical 
observation identifiers names and codes (LOINCs) which are a universal code system for tests, 
measurements and observations. For example, the test names “Weight (kg)” and “Weight: kg” would be 
assigned the same LOINC value. Data with different measurement units have been manipulated in a 
previous step to the desired unit of measure. 

Table 10 shows patient vital signs information that will need to be standardized prior to use. 

 

Table 10 Display of vitals data prior to formatting 

The PROC FORMAT code below will define the specific categorizations to be made: 

proc format; 

VALUE $LOINC_CLIN 

'BMI'='39156-5' 

'BP diastolic','BP Diastolic','Diastolic BP (mmHg)','Noninvasive Diastolic  

Blood Pressure'='8462-4' 

'BP Systolic','Systolic BP (mmHg)','Noninvasive Systolic Blood 

Pressure'='8480-6' 

'Height cm','Height In Cm','Height: cm','HEIGHT'='8302-2' 

'Initial Diastolic Blood Pressure'='11377-9' 

'Initial Systolic Blood Pressure'='11378-7' 
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'Current Weight (kg)','Daily Weight','Daily Weight in lbs ozs','Daily 

Weight in pounds', 

'Weight (kg)','Weight kg','Weight Kilograms','Weight: kg','Weight 

(lbs)','Weight lbs','WEIGHT', 'WEIGHT - DAILY'='29463-7' 

'Estimated Current Weight: kg','Estimated Current Weight: lbs'='8335-2' 

'Temperature', 'Temperature Celsius','Temperature in Celsius','Temperature 

in Fahrenheit','Temperature(Degrees Celsius)'='8310-5' 

'Pulse','Pulse (beats/min)','Heart Rate','Heart Rate (Beats/Minute)','Heart 

Rate (beats/minute)'='8867-4' 

; 

run; 

 

The following PROC SQL code uses a PUT statement to translate the “TESTNAME” to a standardized 
code stored in the variable “LOINC_CODE” for all tests meeting the criteria: 

PROC SQL; 

CREATE TABLE FORMAT_CATEGOR AS  

 SELECT DISTINCT  

 CASECODE 

 ,PUT(TESTNAME,$LOINC_CLIN.)  AS LOINC_CODE  

 ,TESTVALUE .  

 FROM  FORMATS_TORECODE  

ORDER BY CASECODE; 

QUIT; 

 

It is important to remember that names of the “TESTNAME” variable not found in the PROC FORMAT 
statement will result in truncated versions of the “TESTNAME” variable to meet the length of the resultant 
formatted data. It is always important to run a data quality check using a PROC FREQ (or other method) 
following data management techniques. 

Table 11 provides the output from the PROC SQL statement and shows the standardization of the 
“TESTNAME” variable in the new “LOINC_CODE” variable: 
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Table 11 shows the formatted patient vitals’ information 

CONCLUSION 

SAS functions are very powerful and can be used on a variety of data types. When trying to reformat or 
clean particularly messy data, sometimes we focus on very few SAS PROCs or functions that we are 
most familiar with. This paper was intended to take old SAS functions, combine them in new ways in 
order to create a new approach in the cleaning and prepping of healthcare analytic datasets. 

As healthcare continues to evolve, the use of clinical data will only increase. The demand for near real-
time data to support decisions regarding evidence based practices and clinically effective healthcare will 
continue to grow. Analyst and programmers will have to prepare themselves and their SAS toolbox with a 
variety of methods to overcome these obstacles.  
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